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"Fine Time"     by   CAST

(1/2 step down tuning)

{intro}:   G  C  F C G

{verse}:
[tab]G
What s it all about[/tab]
[tab]       C
Do you really want to know[/tab]
[tab]F
Do you want to give[/tab]
[tab]   C                   G
Or do you just want to take it all and go[/tab]

[tab]G
Coz you ve got to let it out[/tab]
[tab]       C
If you want to let it in[/tab]
[tab]F                   C
Got to get a little lovin  in to[/tab]
[tab]G
Make it all begin[/tab]

{chorus}:
[tab]            D              C
You ve got to find time to pick[/tab]
[tab]                  G
The right time to make a change[/tab]
[tab]          D                     C
Coz its a fine time to pick the time[/tab]
[tab]   G
To make a change[/tab]

{verse}:
[tab]   G



So when you gonna learn that it[/tab]
[tab]C
Takes all sorts[/tab]
[tab]F                               C
Don t you think life would be a little[/tab]
[tab]           G
Drab if we had the same thoughts[/tab]

[tab]           G
And you ve taken all the good but you[/tab]
[tab]C
Leave me with the bad and if you[/tab]
[tab]F                          C
Don t make a change pretty soon[/tab]
[tab]               G
There won t be nothin comin back[/tab]

{chorus}:
[tab]            D              C
You ve got to find time to pick[/tab]
[tab]                  G
The right time to make a change[/tab]
[tab]          D                     C
Coz its a fine time to pick the time[/tab]
[tab]   G
To make a change[/tab]

{bridge}:
[tab]D      G                  D      G
I do believe you read the verse[/tab]
[tab]D      G                   D      G
I do believe you wrote the word[/tab]
[tab]G              A              D
I just need to let you out to let[/tab]
[tab]A       G
You in again[/tab]
[tab]               A                D  A  G F GGG
I just need to feel you re love again[/tab]
[tab]     D  A  G F GGG
and again[/tab]

{solo}:

{chorus}:
[tab]            D              C
You ve got to find time to pick[/tab]
[tab]                  G
The right time to make a change[/tab]
[tab]          D                     C
Coz its a fine time to pick the time[/tab]
[tab]   G
To make a change[/tab]



{verse}:
[tab]  G
So what s it all about[/tab]
[tab]       C
Do you really want to know[/tab]
[tab]F
Do you want to give[/tab]
[tab]   C                   G
Or do you just want to take it all and go[/tab]

[tab]G
Coz you ve got to let it out[/tab]
[tab]       C
If you want to let it in[/tab]
[tab]F                   C
Got to get a little lovin  in to[/tab]
[tab]G
Make it all begin[/tab]

{chorus}:
[tab]            D              C
You ve got to find time to pick[/tab]
[tab]                  G
The right time to make a change[/tab]
[tab]          D                     C
Coz its a fine time to pick the time[/tab]
[tab]   G
To make a change[/tab]

{bridge}:
[tab]D      G                  D      G
I do believe you read the verse[/tab]
[tab]D      G                   D      G
I do believe you wrote the word[/tab]
[tab]G              A              D
I just need to let you out to let[/tab]
[tab]A       G
You in again[/tab]
[tab]               A                D  A  G F GGG
I just need to feel you re love again[/tab]
[tab]     D  A  G F GGG
and again[/tab]
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